The reconstruction of high-dimensional sparse signals is a challenging task in a wide range of applications. In order to deal with high-dimensional problems, efficient sparse fast Fourier transform algorithms are essential tools. The second and third authors have recently proposed a dimension-incremental approach, which only scales almost linear in the number of required sampling values and almost quadratic in the arithmetic complexity with respect to the spatial dimension d. Using reconstructing rank-1 lattices as sampling scheme, the method showed reliable reconstruction results in numerical tests but suffers from relatively large numbers of samples and arithmetic operations. Combining the preferable properties of reconstructing rank-1 lattices with small sample and arithmetic complexities, the first author developed the concept of multiple rank-1 lattices. In this paper, both concepts -dimension-incremental reconstruction and multiple rank-1 lattices -are coupled, which yields a distinctly improved high-dimensional sparse fast Fourier transform. Moreover, the resulting algorithm is analyzed in detail with respect to success probability, number of required samples, and arithmetic complexity. In comparison to single rank-1 lattices, the utilization of multiple rank-1 lattices results in a reduction in the complexities by an almost linear factor with respect to the sparsity. Various numerical tests confirm the theoretical results, the high performance, and the reliability of the proposed method.
Introduction
Equally weighted cubature formulas, called quasi Monte-Carlo rules, are substantial tools in the field of numerical integration. One kind of such cubature formulas are so called lattice rules that allow for the very efficient numerical treatment of high-dimensional integrals. In particular rank-1 lattices are very well investigated in this field of mathematics, cf. [27, 4] for more details on this topic.
In a natural way, different researchers used lattice rules in order to approximate integrals that compute Fourier coefficients of functions, and thus, reconstruct periodic signals. This reconstruction can be done by interpolation, cf. e.g. [24, 1] , as well as approximation, cf. [28, 20, 21, 22, 2] . In particular, for highly interesting types of functions, e.g. functions of dominating mixed smoothness, suitable approximations use lattices that necessarily require a relatively large number of sampling nodes in comparison to the achievable worst case approximation errors, cf. [2] . A recent idea [15] to prevent the usage of a single huge rank-1 lattice is to sample along multiple rank-1 lattices in order to reconstruct trigonometric polynomials or approximate functions. With high probability, this ansatz significantly reduces the number of required sampling values, cf. [16] . The crucial innovation is the strategy that determines rank-1 lattices at random, which is also used in a more recent paper for numerical integration, cf. [18] .
In this paper, we deal with the reconstruction and approximation of multivariate periodic functions based on samples without knowing the locations of the non-zero or approximately largest Fourier coefficients. A method which allows for efficiently performing this task will be called multivariate sparse fast Fourier transform in the following. One aim is to exactly reconstruct the Fourier coefficientsp k , k ∈ I, of an arbitrarily chosen trigonometric polynomial p(x) := with frequencies supported on an index set I ⊂ Z d of finite cardinality, i.e. |I| < ∞, from sampling values of p, where the frequency index set I is unknown. The Fourier coefficientŝ p k ∈ C of the trigonometric polynomial p are formally given by the Fourier transform of p,
Alternatively, in case of a general function f ∈ L 1 (T d ) ∩ C(T d ), we aim to determine an approximation of the (roughly) largest Fourier coefficientŝ
from sampling values of f . The critical part for both tasks is the determination of the unknown frequency index set I. Using a tensor-product approach and computing a full-dimensional fast Fourier transform (FFT) is not feasible in practice already for medium dimensions (like d = 5) due to the curse of dimensionality.
Various methods for multivariate sparse FFTs exist which are based on different ideas. In general these methods require a search domain Γ ⊂ Z d of possible frequencies as an input parameter, which is often chosen as a full gridĜ Next, we briefly mention some of the existing methods. One approach, which requires a relatively small amount of samples, is applying random sampling in compressed sensing [5, 3, 6] , but the number of required arithmetic operations contains the cardinality |Γ| of the search domain Γ as a linear factor, see e.g. [6, 17, 19] , and therefore typically suffers heavily from the curse of dimensionality.
In [10] , a multivariate sparse FFT method was discussed which uses randomized subsampling and filters. The method is based on the one-dimensional versions from [9, 8, 11] . As search domain Γ, a full gridĜ d N is used and the number of required samples is O(|suppp| log N ) for constant dimension d and the arithmetic complexity is O(N d log O(1) N ). We remark that the sample complexity O(|suppp| log N ) might contain a factor of d O(d) , cf. [10, Section IV] . This means that both complexities suffer from the curse of dimensionality.
In [12] , a deterministic multivariate sparse FFT algorithm was presented, which uses the Chinese Remainder Theorem and which requires O(d 4 |suppp| 2 log 4 (dN )) samples and arithmetic operations. This means there is neither exponential/super-exponential dependency on the dimension d ∈ N nor a dependency on a failure probability in the asymptotics of the number of samples and arithmetic operations for this method. Besides this deterministic algorithm, there also exists a randomized version which only requires O(d 4 |suppp| log 4 (dN )) samples and arithmetic operations with high probability.
In this work, we focus on a dimension-incremental method for a high-dimensional sparse FFT published in [26] . The method adaptively constructs the frequency index set I belonging to the non-zero or approximately largest Fourier coefficients in a dimension-incremental way based on sampling values. One preferable property of this strategy is that the sampling complexity is linear in the dimension d up to logarithmic factors. Another advantage is the applicability in practice for relative high sparsities even in the case where the sampling values are perturbed by noise. Moreover, the dimension-incremental strategy provides a straightforward implementation for the (approximate) recovery of multivariate periodic signals. Known properties of the function under consideration, such as smoothness conditions as well as (possibly very large) supersets of the locations of the non-zero or approximately largest Fourier coefficients, can be directly exploited by restricting the search domain Γ of considered frequencies. In general, the dimension-incremental approach is a probabilistic method, which repeatedly performs the sampling using r ∈ N many detection iterations. Theoretical bounds on r are currently unknown and will be addressed in this paper.
One crucial challenge of the dimension-incremental method is the construction of spatial discretizations for high-dimensional sparse trigonometric polynomials that allow for an efficient reconstruction. In [26] , the authors mainly used single rank-1 lattices, which worked very reliably in various numerical experiments. Besides this reliability, the main advantage of using single rank-1 lattices as spatial discretizations is the available fast Fourier transform for these sampling sets. However, the bottlenecks of this approach are the relatively expensive construction of reconstructing rank-1 lattices and, in addition, the relatively large number of sampling nodes. In detail, for sparsity s := |I| or when determining s many approximate Fourier coefficients, the method requires O(d r 3 s 2 N ) samples and O(d r 3 s 3 +d r 3 s 2 N log(r s N )) arithmetic operations in the case √ N s N d , when restricting the search space Γ of considered frequency candidates to a full gridĜ d N of expansion N ∈ N. In order to reduce these complexities, the paper [26] also numerically investigated alternative sampling sets that allow for efficient reconstructions of sparse signals. The authors observed in the numerical experiments, that the additionally investigated types of sampling sets do not offer the reliability and stability as obtained for single rank-1 lattices.
Again, we emphasize that the dimension-incremental idea from [26] should work with any sampling method which reliably computes Fourier coefficients in a fast way. Accordingly, the dimension-incremental sparse FFT may be improved by providing sampling sets that combine four preferable properties:
• low oversampling factors,
• stability and thus reliability,
• efficient construction methods,
• fast Fourier transform algorithms.
Exactly this combination of objectives motivated the development of the concept of reconstructing multiple rank-1 lattices in [15, 16] . Therein, a reconstruction approach for multivariate trigonometric polynomials p with known frequency index sets I based on samples along multiple rank-1 lattices is proposed. Instead of using a single rank-1 lattice for the reconstruction, which requires O(d |I| 3 ) arithmetic operations for the construction of a suitable reconstructing rank-1 lattice that consists of up to O(|I| 2 ) samples, a union of cleverly chosen rank-1 lattices is utilized, where the latter is named reconstructing multiple rank-1 lattice. Such a reconstructing multiple rank-1 lattice consists of O(|I| log |I|) nodes with high probability under mild assumptions and, in this case, the construction only requires O(|I|(d + log |I|) log |I|) arithmetic operations, cf. [16, Corollary 3.7 and Algorithm 4].
As mentioned above, we include the multiple rank-1 lattice idea into the dimensionincremental reconstruction approach in this work. We obtain a method, see Algorithm 3, which requires O(dr 2 sN log(rsN )) samples and O d 2 r 2 sN log 2 (rsN ) arithmetic operations. One of the main contributions of this work is the detailed investigation of the overall success probability of the dimension-incremental reconstruction method. For the first time, we show bounds on the number of detection iterations r when using single and multiple rank-1 lattices as sampling sets. When reconstructing a trigonometric polynomial p using Algorithm 3, we prove in Theorem 4.6 that under mild assumptions and when choosing the number of detection iterations r := ⌈2| suppp|(log 3 + log d + log | suppp| − log ε)⌉ for a given failure probability ε ∈ (0, 1) ensures that the proposed algorithm successfully detects all non-zero Fourier coefficientsp k = 0 with probability at least 1 − ε. In this case, we require O d | suppp| 2 N log 2 (| suppp|) | log ε| samples and O d 2 | suppp| 2 N log 3 (| suppp|) | log ε| arithmetic operations. In our numerical tests, we did not require the linear factor | suppp| in the number of detection iterations r, but we were able to choose this parameter as a constant ≤ 10. It is an open question if a smaller bound on r can be theoretically shown under mild assumptions on the Fourier coefficientsp k . The key result which would need to be improved is currently based on a Markov-type inequality in Lemma 4.1, see also the discussion in Section 4. If the Fourier coefficientsp k fulfill certain stronger properties, we obtain distinctly smaller sample and arithmetic complexities by slightly modifying the algorithms, see also Remark 3.2. As discussed in Section 4.3, if we know that the real parts of all non-zerô p k have identical sign = 0 or that the imaginary parts of all non-zerop k have identical sign = 0, then we can use a modified version of Algorithm 3 with r := 1 detection iteration. The resulting algorithm successfully detects all non-zero Fourier coefficientŝ p k = 0 with probability at least 1 − ε, requiring O d | suppp|N log(| suppp| N ) samples and O d 2 | suppp|N log 2 (| suppp| N ) (log d − log ε) arithmetic operations, cf. Section 4.3. The remaining parts of this paper are structured as follows. In Section 2, we briefly review important aspects of reconstructing multiple rank-1 lattices and dimension-incremental reconstruction. The new method is discussed in Section 3. In Section 4, we develop bounds on the number of detection iterations r and on the success probability 1 − ε for the reconstruction of multivariate trigonometric polynomials p when using reconstructing single or multiple rank-1 lattices as sampling sets. Numerical tests performed in Section 5 demonstrate the high performance of the proposed method for high-dimensional trigonometric polynomials p as well as for a 10-dimensional test function f which is non-sparse in frequency domain. Finally, in Section 6, we conclude the results of this paper.
Prerequisites
For our method, we combine two main ingredients. One is using so-called reconstructing multiple rank-1 lattices for known frequency index sets I from [15, 16] . The second one is the dimension-incremental reconstruction approach for unknown frequency index sets I as presented in [26] .
Reconstructing multiple rank-1 lattices
First, we start with definitions from [16] using slightly adapted symbols in this work.
The sampling sets X constructed and used by the method presented in Section 3 are based on so-called rank-1 lattices
where z ∈ Z d and M ∈ N are called generating vector and lattice size of Λ(z, M ), respectively. For an arbitrary multivariate trigonometric polynomial p, see (1.1), with frequencies k supported on an index set I ⊂ Z d , |I| < ∞, we can reconstruct all the Fourier coefficientsp k , k ∈ I given in (1.2), from samples along a rank-1 lattice X := Λ(z, M ) if the Fourier matrix
x∈X ,k∈I has full column rank. This is the case if and only if Λ(z, M ) is a reconstructing rank-1 lattice for I, i.e., the reconstruction property
is fulfilled. Such a reconstructing rank-1 lattice Λ(z, M ) can be easily constructed using a simple component-by-component construction method, cf. [14] . However, the construction method has rather high computational costs and may require O(d|I| 3 ) arithmetic operations. Moreover, under mild assumptions, the lattice size M is bounded by |I| ≤ M ≤ |I| 2 , where this number M tends more to the upper bound for many interesting structures of frequency index sets I. Recently, in [15, 16] , a modified approach was presented, which allows for drastically reducing the number of samples. This approach uses rank-1 lattices Λ(z, M ) as building blocks and builds sampling sets based on multiple instances. The corresponding sampling sets are called multiple rank-1 lattices and they can be constructed by simple and efficient randomized construction algorithms. A multiple rank-1 lattice is the union of L ∈ N many rank-1 lattices,
and consists of
allows for the reconstruction of all multivariate trigonometric polynomials p with frequencies supported on a frequency index set I, it will be called reconstructing multiple rank-1 lattice for I.
In simplified terms, the basic idea is that each of the rank-1 lattices Λ(z ℓ , M ℓ ), ℓ = 1, . . . , L, should be a reconstructing one for some index set I ℓ ⊂ I and that L ℓ=1 I ℓ = I. We remark that this condition is not sufficient in general and we require an additional property.
One construction method is Algorithm 1, which searches for a reconstructing multiple rank-1 lattice Λ for a given index set I such that the properties
are fulfilled. The rank-1 lattice sizes M ℓ are chosen distinctly from the set
of the L max ∈ N smallest prime numbers in
larger than a certain λ ∈ N. With probability at least 1 − γ, Λ returned by Algorithm 1 is a reconstructing multiple rank-1 lattice fulfilling properties (2.1). For fixed oversampling factor c > 0, the cardinality M := |Λ| of the multiple rank-1 lattice is in 3) where N I := max j=1,...,d {max k∈I k j − min l∈I l j } is the expansion of I. This follows since M L max{|I|, N I , L log L} max{|I|, N I , L log L}(log |I| − log γ), cf. [16, Corollary 3.7] , and L log L log |I| log log |I| − log γ log | log γ| − log γ log log |I| + log |I| log | log γ| log |I| log log |I| − log γ log | log γ| |I| − log γ | log | log γ||.
At this point, we stress on the fact that the oversampling factor M/|I| does not depend on the dimension d. Moreover, the construction using Algorithm 1 requires O max{|I|, N I , − log γ | log | log γ||}(log |I| + d + log log N I )(log |I| − log γ) , (2.4) arithmetic operations. This is caused by the complexity of determining the lattice sizes M ℓ , ℓ = 1, . . . , L max , e.g. using the sieve of Eratosthenes, which is M Lmax log log M Lmax max{|I|, N I , L log L} log log max{|I|, N I , L log L} max{|I|, N I , − log γ | log | log γ||}(log log |I| + log log N I + log log L) max{|I|, N I , − log γ | log | log γ||} (log log N I ) (log log |I| + log log L) max{|I|, N I , − log γ | log | log γ||} (log log N I ) (log |I| − log γ) and of the for loop, which is
We remark that the proposed method represents a minor modification of [16, Algorithm 4] . After randomly choosing the generating vector z L in line 7 of Algorithm 1, the original version in [16, Algorithm 4] checks if the rank-1 lattice Λ(z L , M L ) is able to reconstruct additional Fourier coefficientsp k , k ∈ I \Ĩ. Otherwise, a new generating vector z L is randomly chosen and the check is repeated until at least one additional Fourier coefficientp k , k ∈ I \Ĩ, can be reconstructed. The analysis in [16, Corollary 3.7] yields the same bounds with respect to the success probability of finding a reconstructing multiple rank-1 lattice Λ and with respect to the cardinality |Λ| for [16, Algorithm 4] and Algorithm 1. However, the upper bound for the arithmetic complexity of [16, Algorithm 4] is only with high probability, whereas the arithmetic complexity is guaranteed for Algorithm 1 due to the realized modifications. In practice, we observe that Algorithm 1 may require slightly more samples than [16, Algorithm 4] .
Another construction method is [16, Algorithm 6] , which searches for a reconstructing multiple rank-1 lattice such that the properties 
Dimension-incremental method
We use the dimension-incremental approach from [26] . This approach proceeds similarly as a dimension-incremental method for anharmonic trigonometric polynomials based on Prony's Algorithm 1 (Minor modification of [16, Algorithm 4] ). Determining reconstructing multiple rank-1 lattices with pairwise distinct lattice sizes, fulfilling condition (2.1) with high probability.
Input:
upper bound on failure probability Choose lattice size M L = p L ∈ P I λ,Lmax .
7:
Choose generating vector
8:
9:
UpdateĨ :=Ĩ ∪ I L .
10:
If |Ĩ| = |I|, then exit for loop. 11: end for L Output:
lattice sizes of rank-1 lattices and
is a reconstructing multiple rank-1 lattice for I with probability at least 1 − γ Complexity: O |I| (log |I| + d) log |I| for |I| N I , fixed c and fixed γ, where
Algorithm 2 Non-iterative reconstruction of a trigonometric polynomial p from sampling values along reconstructing multiple rank-1 lattices for known frequency index set I. Input:
reconstructing multiple rank-1 lattice for I fulfilling condition (2.1)
Output: p k k∈I reconstructed Fourier coefficients [25] . For a given search domain Γ ⊂ Z d , |Γ| < ∞, which may be very large like e.g. a full gridĜ d N , a frequency index set I ⊂ Γ containing the approximately largest Fourier coefficients of a function f under consideration is determined based on samples. In doing so, the index set I is constructed component-by-component in a dimension-incremental way starting with the first component.
In order to describe the method, we introduce additional notation from [26] and we assume that the function under consideration is a multivariate trigonometric polynomial p. We denote the projection of a frequency k :
Correspondingly, we define the projection of a frequency index set I ⊂ Z d to the components i by P i (I) := {(k i 1 , . . . , k im ) : k ∈ I}. Using this notation, the general approach is the following:
1. Determine the first components of the unknown frequency index set, i.e., determine an index set I (1) ⊆ P 1 (Γ) which should be identical to the projection P 1 (suppp) or contain this projection, I (1) ⊇ P 1 (suppp).
2. For dimension increment step t = 2, . . . , d, i.e., for each additional dimension: a) Determine the t-th components of the unknown frequency index set, i.e., determine an index set I (t) ⊆ P t (Γ) which should be identical to the projection P t (suppp) or contain this projection,
..,t) | ≪ |Γ|, which allows to detect those frequencies from the index set (I (1,...,t−1) × I (t) ) ∩ P (1,...,t) (Γ) belonging to non-zero Fourier coefficientsp k .
c) Sample the trigonometric polynomial p along the nodes of the sampling set X (1,...,t) .
e) Determine the non-zero Fourier coefficients fromp (1,...,t),k , k ∈ (I (1,...,t−1) × I (t) ) ∩ P (1,...,t) (Γ), and obtain the index set I (1,...,t) of detected frequencies. The I (1,...,t) index set should be equal to the projection P (1,...,t) (suppp). The proposed approach includes the construction of a suitable sampling set in step 2b and the computation of (projected) Fourier coefficients in step 2d. There exist different methods for the realization of these steps.
In [26] , the utilization of reconstructing rank-1 lattices was mainly considered as sampling sets, which allows for efficiently computing the (projected) Fourier coefficients using a so-called rank-1 lattice FFT, i.e., a single one-dimensional FFT followed by a simple index transform, cf. [13, Algorithm 3.2] . This approach yielded high stability and reliability in numerical tests, but required a relatively high number of samples and the construction of reconstructing rank-1 lattices may involve high computational costs.
Alternatively, for computing the (projected) Fourier coefficients, sub-sampling along reconstructing rank-1 lattices using ℓ 1 minimization or using a variant of Prony's method as well as randomly obtained generated sets using ℓ 1 minimization were also considered in [26] . These approaches performed well when determining the unknown frequency index sets I and Fourier coefficientsp k of sparse multivariate trigonometric polynomials p based on unperturbed sampling values. However, for the case of noisy sampling values or functions f ∈ L 1 (T d ) ∩ C(T d ) with infinite support in frequency domain, these methods failed in numerical tests.
In the next section, we present a novel approach, which is based on using multiple rank-1 lattices, which does not have these limitations.
Method
In this section, we present a substantial improvement of the dimension-incremental approach developed in [26] . On the one hand, we change the sampling sets to multiple rank-1 lattices
, which significantly reduces the number of required sampling values compared to single rank-1 lattices Λ(z, M ). On the other hand, we describe modifications on [26, Algorithm 2] , that allow for estimates of the success probability, the total number of required sampling values, and the overall complexity of the resulting algorithms. In particular for sparse trigonometric polynomials, these modifications will entail detailed estimates that only depend on properties of the frequency support of the sparse trigonometric polynomial and a factor that is logarithmic in the failure probability, cf. Section 4.
In Section 3.1, we present two algorithms based on sampling along multiple rank-1 lattices. These algorithms perform the steps as generally explained in Section 2.2. Afterwards, in Section 3.2, we discuss the number of required samples and arithmetic operations of the proposed methods in general.
Algorithm
We present the first proposed realization of the dimension-incremental approach from Section 2.2 as Algorithm 3, which uses multiple rank-1 lattices as sampling nodes, cf. Section 2.1.
Compared to [26, Algorithm 2], we perform the following modifications. In step 2b, we apply Algorithm 1 on the frequency index set (I (1,...,t−1) × I (t) ) ∩ P (1,...,t) (Γ) in order to build a reconstructing multiple rank-1 lattice. This change of the construction of the sampling sets drastically reduces the arithmetic complexity of the overall algorithm as discussed in Section 3.2. Additionally, the resulting sampling set X (1,...,t) consists of distinctly less nodes and, consequently, the number of sampling values in step 2c is reduced. Afterwards in step 2d, the projected Fourier coefficientsp (1,...,t),k , k ∈ (I (1,...,t−1) × I (t) ) ∩ P (1,...,t) (Γ), are computed using Algorithm 2. Moreover, we do not need to perform the additional step 2f from [26, Algorithm 2] , which also reduces the number of arithmetic operations.
Another essential modification compared to the algorithms presented in [26] concerns the thresholding behavior. In [26] a relative threshold parameter θ ∈ R + with respect to a currently numerically computed Fourier coefficientp (1,...,t),k was used. Here, we utilize an absolute threshold δ ∈ R + , which is an input parameter of Algorithm 3. This absolute threshold is required for our theoretical considerations in Section 4, where we show estimates for failure probabilities and for the number of required detection iterations r ∈ N.
Moreover, we introduce an additional input parameter b ∈ N, which is the maximal number of multiple rank-1 lattice searches per component for the search of reconstructing multiple rank-1 lattices. This parameter b is required in order to achieve a deterministic runtime behavior and is considered theoretically in Lemma 4.5 of Section 4.1. In practice, choosing the parameters r and b as a small constant (e.g. ≤ 10) should often suffice as observed in the numerical tests in Section 5. Set
If t < d, setr := r ands := s local , otherwiser := 1 ands := s. Set I (1,...,t) := ∅. Search for reconstructing multiple rank-1 lattice
..,t) (Γ) using Algorithm 1 with algorithm parameters c := 2 and γ := 0.5; repeat up to b − 1 times or until reconstruction property (2.1) is fulfilled.
x j ∈ X (1,...,t) , with inverse multiple rank-1 lattice FFT using Algorithm 2.
(up to)s-largest values |p (1,...,t),k | ≥ δ}. end for i end for t Algorithm 3 continued.
Additionally, we present a second dimensional-incremental reconstruction algorithm. To this end, we modify Algorithm 3 by using [16, Algorithm 6] for the determination of the reconstructing multiple rank-1 lattices and obtain Algorithm 4. We stress on the fact that [16, Algorithm 6] does not ensure to terminate. However, if it is terminating, the output is always a reconstructing multiple rank-1 lattice. Therefore, we omit a repeatedly invocation of [16, Algorithm 6] in step 2b and we remove the parameter b. Since the construction approach of the multiple rank-1 lattices changes, we need to apply the corresponding FFT algorithms, i.e., the projected Fourier coefficientsp (1,...,t),k , k ∈ (I (1,...,t−1) × I (t) ) ∩ P (1,...,t) (Γ), in step 2d are now computed using the inverse multiple rank-1 lattice FFT from [15, Algorithm 6] . As discussed in Section 3.2, the sample and arithmetic complexities of Algorithm 4 are slightly higher by a logarithmic factor and non-deterministic. However, in the numerical tests in Section 5, the observed total number of samples and runtimes are usually smaller for Algorithm 4.
Moreover, we will apply parts of the theoretical results from Section 4 to the dimensionincremental approach using single rank-1 lattices as sampling sets. For this, we need to modify the thresholding behavior of [26, Algorithm 2]. As described above, we use an absolute threshold δ ∈ R + as input parameter and this yields Algorithm 5. and Algorithm 5, this yields a purely deterministic dimension-incremental sparse FFT method. For Algorithm 3 and 4, we still perform probabilistic constructions since we apply Algorithm 1 and [16, Algorithm 6] for obtaining reconstructing multiple rank-1 lattices, respectively. We discuss the resulting sample and arithmetic complexities for Algorithm 3 and 5 in Section 4.3.
Remark 3.3. In the description of Algorithm 3, 4 and 5, we mention that the input parameter p is a trigonometric polynomial as a black box. Alternatively, we may also insert a function trigonometric polynomial p as black box (function handle) δ ∈ R + absolute threshold s, s local ∈ N sparsity parameter (s local := s by default) r ∈ N number of detection iterations (step 1) . . . 
..,t) (Γ) using [16, Algorithm 6] with algorithm parameters c := 2 and δ ′ := 0.5
, with inverse multiple rank-1 lattice FFT using [15, Algorithm 6]. . . .
, with inverse multiple rank-1 lattice FFT using [15, Algorithm 6] .
ones by choosing the input parameters appropriately as the numerical results in Section 5.3 indicate.
After presenting the new algorithms, we give its sample and arithmetic complexities.
Number of samples and arithmetic complexity
We provide a detailed description of the complexities for various steps of Algorithm 3, 4 and 5. We perform the analysis for the case where the search domain Γ is the full gridĜ d N of expansion N ∈ N and the sparsity parameter s N . For other cases, the resulting sample and arithmetic complexities can be determined analogously. When estimating the complexities, we keep track of the number of detection iterations r ∈ N and the theoretical size of this parameter is discussed later in Section 4. In practice, as the numerical results in Section 5 trigonometric polynomial p as black box (function handle) δ ∈ R + absolute threshold s, s local ∈ N sparsity parameter (s local := s by default) r ∈ N number of detection iterations (e.g. see Theorem 4.7 or Section 5) (step 1) . . .
. . .
If t < d, setr := r ands := s local , otherwiser := 1 ands := s. Set I (1,...,t) := ∅. . . .
suggest, the number of detection iterations r may be chosen as a constant value in many cases, e.g. r = 1 for multivariate trigonometric polynomials p in the noiseless case or ≤ 10 for other considered test settings. In step 2 of Algorithm 3 in dimension increment step t, the index sets I (1,...,t−1) and I (t) consist of at most rs and |Ĝ 1 N | = 2N + 1 many frequencies, respectively. This yields that the index set I (1,...,t−1) ×I (t) consists of |I (1,...,t−1) ×I (t) | ≤ rs (2N +1) rsN frequency candidates. The sampling set X (1,...,t) built in step 2b of Algorithm 3, where P (1,...,t) (X (1,...,t) ) is a multiple rank-1 lattice returned by applying Algorithm 1 on the index set J t := (I (1,...,t−1) × I (t) ) ∩ P (1,...,t) (Γ), has the size
whereL := ⌈2 ln (rs (2N + 1)) + 2 ln 2⌉, cf. the proof of Lemma 4.5 with c := 2 and γ := 1/2. Moreover, the construction of the sampling set X (1,...,t) requires O b rsN (log(rsN )+ t) log(rsN ) + d arithmetic operations. The inverse multiple rank-1 lattice FFT, cf. Algorithm 2, in step 2d requires |X (1,...,t) | log |X (1,...,t) | +L|J t | (t + log |J t |) rsN log(rsN ) + t log(rsN ) arithmetic operations for each detection iteration i ∈ {1, . . . , r} and each dimension increment step t ∈ {2, . . . , d}.
In total, this yields
many samples and
arithmetic operations for Algorithm 3 assuming r b. We remark that we do not have any exponential dependence in the dimension d, neither for the number of samples nor for the arithmetic complexity, but only a polynomial dependence of degree ≤ 2. The sample and arithmetic complexities are distinctly reduced by using Algorithm 3 (multiple rank-1 lattices) and compared to Algorithm 5 or [26, Algorithm 2] (single rank-1 lattices), where the latter two algorithms require dr 3 s 2 N samples and dr 3 s 3 + dr 3 s 2 N log(rsN ) arithmetic operations. In particular, the number of used sampling values as well as the arithmetic complexity is distinctly improved to an almost linear term with respect to the sparsity parameter s for Algorithm 3 and multiple rank-1 lattices.
When analyzing the sample and arithmetic complexity of Algorithm 4, we obtain similar numbers except for additional logarithmic factors. In total, we require
many samples with high probability and
arithmetic operations with high probability for Algorithm 4. We remark that we do not observe these additional logarithmic factors in numerical tests. Presumably, this is due to the relatively rough estimates of the complexities in [16] . Moreover, the numerical results in Section 5 suggest that Algorithm 4 requires even less samples and has smaller runtime than Algorithm 3 in practice.
We remark that for obtaining the estimates of the sample and arithmetic complexities in this section, we did not assume that the function under consideration is a multivariate trigonometric polynomial p, see also Remark 3.3. In the next section, we will especially address the special case, when the function under consideration is sparse in frequency domain, and we will give possible choices for the input parameters of Algorithm 3 and 5 depending on the targeted success probability.
Theoretical results
In
Multivariate trigonometric polynomial with arbitrary Fourier coefficients
We analyze the computation of (projected) Fourier coefficients in step t. We denote the sampling set Λ = Λ(z 1 , M 1 , . . . , z L , M L ) for short and assume that Λ is a reconstructing multiple rank-1 lattice for the frequency index set
J t ⊃ P (1,...,t) (suppp), determined by Algorithm 1 in Section 2.1 or by one of Algorithms 1 to 4 from [16] . We denotex := (x ′ t+1 , . . . , x ′ d ). We use Algorithm 2 in order to determine the projected Fourier coefficientsp Λ (1,...,t),k , k ∈ J t . Due to the construction of the reconstructing multiple rank-1 lattice Λ, for each k ∈ J t , there exists at least one ℓ ∈ {1, . . . , L} such that
holds and we havep
If there exists more than one ℓ ∈ {1, . . . , L} such that (4.1) holds, then Algorithm 2 computes the average of all these coefficientsp
(1,...,t),k , where the latter are identical. Consequently, we obtain projected Fourier coefficientŝ
As in [26, Section 2.2.2], we interpret the projected Fourier coefficientsp Λ (1,...,t),k as a trigonometric polynomial g(x) :=p Λ (1,...,t),k with respect tox ∈ T d−t . In Algorithm 3, we choosẽ x ∈ T d−t uniformly at random. As an improvement to [26, Theorem 2.5], we estimate the probability that a projected Fourier coefficientp Λ (1,...,t),k is of a certain absolute value, i.e., we estimate the measure of the following set   x
Similarly, for Γ ⊃ suppp and t ∈ {1, . . . , d}, we have for the projected Fourier coefficient
in step 1 and 2a of Algorithm 3, and we interpretp t,kt as a trigonometric polynomial g(x) := p t,kt with respect tox :
Let a trigonometric polynomial g : T n → C, n ∈ N, g(x) := h∈Ĩĝ h e 2πih·x ≡ 0,Ĩ ⊂ Z n , |Ĩ| < ∞, be given such that the property g|L 1 (T n ) > δ for a threshold δ > 0 is fulfilled. Moreover, let X 1 , . . . , X n ∈ T be independent, identical, uniformly distributed random variables and we denote by X := (X 1 , . . . , X n ) ⊤ ∈ T n the random vector. Then, the probability
If max h∈Ĩ |ĝ h | > δ, then
Choosing r random vectors X 1 , . . . , X r ∈ T n independently, we observe
Proof. Let Y be a real valued random variable. We refer to the lower bound
in [23, Par. 9.3 .A] and apply this for the even and on [0, ∞) nondecreasing function h(t) := |t|. We set Y = |g(X)| and we obtain
The estimate
Since we have g|L ∞ (T n ) = ess sup x∈T n |g(x)| ≤ h∈Ĩ |ĝ h | and max h∈Ĩ |ĝ h | > δ, the assertion follows.
Based on these estimates, we determine bounds on the probability that a projected Fourier coefficient is below an absolute threshold δ. Since the projected Fourier coefficient may consist only of minimal non-zero Fourier coefficientsp h , the threshold δ has to be chosen δ < min h∈suppp |p h | in order to apply the second part of Lemma 4.1.
Corollary 4.2. Let a threshold value δ > 0, a trigonometric polynomial p with the property min h∈suppp |p h | > δ and a search space Γ ⊃ suppp of finite cardinality be given. For fixed t ∈ {1, . . . , d} and K t := max(P t (Γ)) − min(P t (Γ)) + 1, we compute the one-dimensional projected Fourier coefficients for the t-th component bỹ
where the values x ′ 1 , . . . , x ′ t−1 , x ′ t+1 , . . . , x ′ d ∈ T are independently chosen uniformly at random. Then, the probability
holds due to Lemma 4.1. Repeating the computation ofp t,kt =p t,kt (x) for different randomly chosenx =x 1 , . . . ,x r ∈ T d−1 , r ∈ N, we estimate
Applying the union bound yields
Corollary 4.3. Let a threshold value δ > 0, a trigonometric polynomial p with the property min h∈suppp |p h | > δ and the search space Γ ⊃ suppp of finite cardinality be given. For fixed t ∈ {2, . . . , d − 1}, we compute the t-dimensional projected Fourier coefficientsp Λ (1,...,t),k , k ∈ I (1,...,t−1) × I (t) ∩ P (1,...,t) (Γ), in step 2d of Algorithm 3 by applying Algorithm 2 on p(•,x), wherex is choosen uniformly at random in
is a reconstructing multiple rank-1 lattice for P (1,...,t) (suppp) determined by Algorithm 1 in Section 2.1 or by one of [16, Algorithms 1 to 4], then the probability
due to Lemma 4.1. Repeating the computation ofp Λ (1,...,t),k =p Λ (1,...,t),k (x) for different randomly chosenx =x 1 , . . . ,x r ∈ T d−t , r ∈ N, we estimate
Analyzing Algorithm 3 in detail, we compute the adaptive approximation in d dimension increment steps. In each of the dimension increment steps, at most three probabilistic substeps are performed, cf. step 1, 2a, 2b. If each of these probabilistic sub-steps is successful, we detect all frequencies from suppp correctly. We use the union bound to estimate the corresponding probability
where the events
is a reconstructing multiple rank-1 lattice for P (1,...,t) (suppp) ,
The probabilities P(A ∁ t ) and P(C ∁ t ) of the complements of A t and C t were estimated in (4.3) and (4.5), respectively. An upper bound on P(B ∁ t ) is obtained via the maximal number b of multiple rank-1 lattice searches per component. For the whole algorithm, we allow a failure probability ε ∈ (0, 1). We split this up such that each probabilistic sub-step has an equal upper bound on its failure probability of ε/(3d). This strategy allows for estimates of
• the number of detection iterations r,
• the maximal number b of multiple rank-1 lattice searches per component, First, we estimate the required number of detection iterations r.
Lemma 4.4. Let a threshold value δ ≥ 0, a trigonometric polynomial p ≡ 0 with the property min h∈suppp |p h | ≥ 3δ and the search space Γ ⊃ suppp of finite cardinality be given. Choosing the number of detection iterations r ≥ 2| suppp|(log 3 + log d + log | suppp| − log ε) (4.7)
in Algorithm 3 guarantees that each of the probabilities P(A ∁ t ) and P(C ∁ t ) is bounded from above by ε/(3d).
Proof. We estimate the probability P(C ∁ t ) by (4.5) and we increase r such that
is fulfilled. Consequently r has to be bounded from below by log 3 + log d + log | suppp| − log ε − log max k∈P (1,...,t) (suppp)∩(I (1,...,t−1) ×I (t) ) q (1,...,t),k .
We denote the index setĨ := P (1,...,t) (suppp) ∩ I (1,...,t−1) × I (t) and we estimate max k∈Ĩ q (1,...,t),k −1
Consequently, we obtain 1 − log max k∈Ĩ q (1,...,t),k = 1 log max k∈Ĩ q (1,...,t),k
Choosing r as in (4.7) satisfies the lower bound (4.8) and P(C ∁ t ) ≤ ε/(3d) is fulfilled. The bound P(A ∁ t ) ≤ ε/(3d) follows analogously.
Next, we deal with the choice of the maximal number b of multiple rank-1 lattice searches per component.
Lemma 4.5. Let a frequency index setĨ ⊂ Z d , |Ĩ| < ∞, be given. We apply Algorithm 1 oñ I with fixed minimal oversampling factor c > 1 and fixed failure probability γ ∈ (0, 1) in order to try determining a reconstructing multiple rank-1 lattice Λ = Λ(z 1 , M 1 , . . . , z L , M L ). We repeatedly perform this at most b ∈ N many times and stop if Λ fulfills properties (2.1). Then, the total lattice size M = |Λ(z 1 , M 1 , . . . , z L , M L )| is in O max{|Ĩ|, NĨ } log |Ĩ| , and the total number of arithmetic operations is in O b max{|Ĩ|, NĨ }(log |Ĩ| + d + log log NĨ ) log |Ĩ| , where NĨ := max j=1,...,d {max k∈Ĩ k j − min l∈Ĩ l j } is the expansion ofĨ. Moreover, b = log 3 + log d − log ε | log γ| calls of Algorithm 1 guarantee that Λ is a reconstructing multiple rank-1 lattice
) with probability at least 1 − ε/(3d), ε ∈ (0, 1).
Proof. With probability at least 1 − γ, Λ(z 1 , M 1 , . . . , z L , M L ) returned by Algorithm 1 is a reconstructing multiple rank-1 lattice forĨ. From (2.3) and (2.4) for fixed γ, we immediately obtain the claimed upper bound for the total lattice size M and the number of arithmetic operations, respectively. Repeatedly applying Algorithm 1 in case of failure up to totallyb times results in a success property of at least 1 − γb. Consequently, ensuring a success property of at least 1 − ε/(3d) yields the claimed upper bound b on the number of calls.
Finally, we combine the obtained results in order to estimate the sample and arithmetic complexity of Algorithm 3 for a given success probability 1 − ε. Theorem 4.6. Let a failure probability ε ∈ (0, 1) be given. We apply Algorithm 3 on a multivariate trigonometric polynomial p using the following parameters. We choose
• an absolute threshold 0 < δ ≤ min h∈suppp |p h |/3,
• the sparsity parameter s ≥ | suppp|,
• the number of detection iterations r := ⌈2 | suppp|(log 3 + log d + log | suppp| − log ε)⌉,
• the number of multiple rank-1 lattice searches b := ⌈(log 3 + log d − log ε)/ log 2⌉.
Moreover, we assume | suppp| N and | suppp| d. Then, with probability 1 − ε, the output of the index set I of Algorithm 3 is suppp, the total number of sampling nodes is in O d | suppp| 2 N (log | suppp|) 2 | log ε| , and the total number of arithmetic operations is in
When choosing the sparsity parameter s ≤ C | suppp| for a constant C ≥ 1, we always require d | suppp| 3 N (log | suppp|) 3 | log ε| |log | log ε|| many samples and d 2 | suppp| 3 N (log | suppp|) 4 | log ε| 2 |log | log ε|| 2 arithmetic operations.
Proof. As discussed above, we use the union bound to estimate
for the output I of Algorithm 3. From Lemma 4.4, we obtain P(A ∁ t ) ≥ ε/(3d) and P(C ∁ t ) ≥ ε/(3d). Moreover, we have P(B ∁ t ) ≥ ε/(3d) due to Lemma 4.5. Altogether, this yields P (suppp ⊂ I) ≥ 1 − ε. Next, we discuss the complexities. In the general case, the number of frequencies within I (1,...,t) is bounded from above by rs, cf. Section 3.2. We show that a successful application of Algorithm 3 on the multivariate trigonometric polynomial p does not detect more than | suppp| different frequencies in each dimension increment step. In particular, we proof by contradiction that I (t) = P t (suppp) and I (1,...,t) = P (1,...,t) (suppp) holds. First, we consider the construction of the frequency index sets I (t) , t = 1, . . . , d, i.e., steps 1 and 2a. We assume that there exists k t ∈ P t (suppp) such that |p t,kt | ≥ δ > 0,
holds, which implies that there exists at least one h t ∈ Z \ {k t }, such thatp h = 0 and h t ≡ k t (mod K t ). Since K t := max(P t (Γ)) − min(P t (Γ)) + 1 and k t ∈ P t (Γ), we observe h t ∈ P t (Γ) and this yields Γ ⊃ suppp, which is in contradiction to the choice of Γ. Consequently, the inclusion I (t) ⊂ P t (suppp) holds and with probability at least 1− ε/(3d), we have the equality I (t) = P t (suppp). Second, in step 2e of Algorithm 3, the frequency index sets I (1,...,t) are constructed. For the index set of frequency candidates J t := (I (1,...,t−1) × I (t) ) ∩ P (1,...,t) (Γ), we require J t ⊃ P (1,...,t) (suppp) and that Λ is a reconstructing multiple rank-1 lattice for J t fulfilling condition (2.1). Then, for each k ∈ J t fulfilling |p Λ (1,...,t),k | ≥ δ > 0, we have k ∈ P (1,...,t) (suppp). We show this by contradiction and for this, we assume that there exists a frequency k ∈ J t \ P (1,...,t) (suppp) with |p Λ (1,...,t),k | ≥ δ > 0. The projected Fourier coefficientp Λ (1,...,t),k returned by Algorithm 2 is computed as an arithmetic mean of at least one coefficientp
Sincep Λ (1,...,t),k = 0, there exists at least one ℓ such thatp
(1,...,t),k = 0, and thus, there exists at least onep
On the one hand, due to the assumption k ∈ P (1,...,t) (suppp), we have k ′ = k. On the other hand, Λ is a reconstructing multiple rank-1 lattice constructed by Algorithm 1 fulfilling the properties (2.1). Consequently, we obtain k ′ ∈ J t , which is in contradiction to the requirement J t ⊃ P (1,...,t) (suppp). If all events A 1 , and A t , B t , C t for t ∈ {2, . . . , d} occur, the equalities I (1) = P 1 (suppp), I (t) = P t (suppp), and I (1,...,t) = P (1,...,t) (suppp) hold. In particular, this means that the cardinalities are bounded by |I (1,...,t) | ≤ | suppp|. This leads to a distinct reduction in the upper bounds of the complexities in (3.1) and (3.2). In more detail, the factors r s can be replaced by | suppp|, which leads to O (dr| suppp|N log(| suppp| N )) samples and O d 2 r| suppp|N log 2 (| suppp| N ) arithmetic operations. The latter discussed events occur with probability 1 − ε as mentioned above. Taking the assumptions | suppp| N and | suppp| d as well as the choice of the parameters r and b into account, we obtain with probability at least 1 − ε that the number of samples is in O d | suppp| 2 N log 2 | suppp| | log ε| and that the number of arithmetic operations is in O d 2 | suppp| 2 N log 3 | suppp| | log ε| . The worst case number of samples and arithmetic complexities follow from the parameter choices and the discussions in Section 3.2.
Similarly, we obtain estimates for the sample and arithmetic complexity of Algorithm 5.
Theorem 4.7. Let a failure probability ε ∈ (0, 1) be given. We apply Algorithm 5 on a trigonometric polynomial p using the following parameters. We choose
• the number of detection iterations r := ⌈2| suppp|(log 2 + log d + log | suppp| − log ε)⌉.
Moreover, we assume | suppp| N and | suppp| d. Then, with probability 1 − ε, the output I of Algorithm 3 is suppp, the total number of sampling nodes is in O d | suppp| 3 N (log | suppp|)| log ε| , and the total number of arithmetic operations is in O d | suppp| 3 N (log | suppp|) 2 | log ε| . When choosing the sparsity parameter s ≤ C | suppp| for a constant C ≥ 1, we always require d | suppp| 5 N (log | suppp|) 3 | log ε| 3 many samples and d | suppp| 6 (log | suppp|) 3 | log ε| 3 + d | suppp| 5 N (log | suppp|) 4 | log ε| 3 |log | log ε|| arithmetic operations.
Proof. We proceed similarly as in the proof of Theorem 4.6. The main difference is that we use reconstructing single rank-1 lattices, which are constructed by a deterministic algorithm. Consequently, we have
for the output I of Algorithm 3. For each probability P(A ∁ t ) and P(C ∁ t ), we ensure an lower bound of ε/(2d). Consequently, we have a slightly smaller choice for the number of detection iterations r in Lemma 4.4. For the number of samples, the dominating terms are the sizes M (t) of the single rank-1 lattices in each dimension increment step t ∈ {2, . . . , d}. If all of the previous steps succeeded, we have M (t) | suppp| 2 N by [26, Corollary 2.3] as a consequence of [14] . In total, this means
many samples with probability at least 1 − ε.
Building the reconstructing single rank-1 lattices requires O d | suppp| 3 arithmetic operations in total and computing the rank-1 lattice FFTs O d r | suppp| 2 N log | suppp| many in total with probability at least 1 − ε, which yields the claimed arithmetic complexity 
Discussion
In Section 4.1, we obtained detailed theoretical estimates for the sample and arithmetic complexities of Algorithm 3 and 5 when applied on multivariate trigonometric polynomials p. Starting point of the theoretical results was Lemma 4.1, which estimates the probability that the absolute value of a multivariate trigonometric polynomial is below or equal to a certain threshold δ for a uniformly random sample. Afterwards, this result was used in Corollary 4.2 and 4.3 to bound the probability that the absolute value of a single aliased Fourier coefficient in Algorithm 3 or 5 is below or equal to a given absolute threshold δ, which would mean that the corresponding frequency component is not detected. Using a certain number of detection iterations r, repeated sampling can be used to decrease the overall failure probability and increase the overall probability of successfully detecting all non-zero Fourier coefficientsp k = 0 of the multivariate trigonometric polynomial p under consideration. Based on the previously mentioned results, the required number of detection iterations r was estimated by r ≥ 2| suppp|(log 3 + log d + log | suppp| − log ε) in Lemma 4.4 for a given failure probability ≤ ε ∈ (0, 1). This lower bound for r contains the number | suppp| of non-zero Fourier coefficients as a linear factor which is probably overestimated. Moreover, even if we would decrease the absolute threshold δ to almost zero, the currently used proof technique would still result in a lower bound which contains | suppp| as a linear factor. However, this does not match our expectations and the observed numerical results in Section 5.
We remark that Lemma 4.1 still leads to a distinct improvement compared to the previous results based on [26, Lemma 2.4] , which would yield an even larger bound on r containing the factor | suppp| 2 in Section 4.1.
In order to obtain a smaller bound on r and, consequently, lower sample and arithmetic complexities, an improved version of Lemma 4.1 would be required. For instance, an answer to the following more general question for trigonometric polynomials would immediately give such an improvement. Assume that a trigonometric polynomial g : T n → C, n ∈ N, is given and let
How is it possible to show 1 log
and which conditions on the Fourier coefficientsĝ k are sufficient. Of course, these conditions should be as weak as possible.
As already mentioned in [26] , assuming a special property of the Fourier coefficientsp k of a multivariate trigonometric polynomial p allows for choosing the number of detection iterations r := 1 as we discuss in the next section. However, for a more general case, we currently do not know how to obtain improved bounds on r.
Multivariate trigonometric polynomial with special Fourier coefficients allowing for r = 1 detection iteration
If we assume that the function under consideration is a multivariate trigonometric polynomial p with the additional property that the signs of the real part Re(p k ) of all non-zero Fourier coefficientsp k are identical = 0 or that the signs of the imaginary part Im(p k ) are identical = 0, then we obtain a deterministic version of Algorithm 5 as explained in Remark 3.2. This strategy requires O d | suppp| 2 N samples and
In this setting, Algorithm 3 is not purely deterministic due to the probabilistic search for the reconstructing multiple rank-1 lattices. From the proof of Theorem 4.6, we obtain that Algorithm 3 detects all non-zero Fourier coefficients with probability at least 1 − ε when setting the number of multiple rank-1 lattice searches parameter b := ⌈(log d − log ε)/ log 2⌉ and the sparsity s ≥ | suppp|. This requires O d | suppp|N log(| suppp| N ) samples and O d 2 | suppp|N log 2 (| suppp| N ) (log(d) − log ε) arithmetic operations with probability at least 1 − ε. Choosing the sparsity parameter s ≤ C | suppp| for a constant C ≥ 1 guarantees these complexities.
Numerical results
In this section, we present several numerical results, which empirically confirm the high effectiveness and robustness of the proposed method. In Section 5.1, we start with the reconstruction of random multivariate trigonometric polynomials p in up to d = 30 spatial dimensions, where the sampling values are not perturbed by noise. Additionally, we consider the case, where the sampling values are perturbed by additive Gaussian noise in Section 5.2. Moreover, in Section 5.3, we successfully determine the approximately largest Fourier coefficients and the corresponding frequencies of a 10-dimensional test function.
In all numerical tests, we compare the new algorithms based on multiple rank-1 lattice sampling with Algorithm 5, which uses single reconstructing rank-1 lattices. On the one hand, we consider Algorithm 3 to confirm theoretical results from Section 4. On the other hand, all numerical test settings will be treated by Algorithm 4, for which we currently do not have an extensive theoretical framework. The main difference in both algorithms is the construction of the multiple rank-1 lattices. The construction method used in Algorithm 4 does not allow for the application of the proof techniques we developed in Section 4 and may result in higher theoretical upper bounds on the sampling and arithmetic complexities, see also the discussion in [16, Section 4.1]. However, for the numerical test settings in [16] , the number of sampling nodes was distinctly lower, when using this construction method, compared to the construction method used in Algorithm 3. Since we observe a similar preferable behavior when using Algorithm 4, we also present the corresponding results in detail.
We implemented the methods and numerical tests in MATLAB. All tests were run using MATLAB R2015b and IEEE 754 double precision arithmetic. The time measurements were performed on a computer with Intel Xeon 5160 CPU (3 GHz) and 64 GB RAM using 1 thread.
In general, we observe that the total number of samples is distinctly lower when using multiple rank-1 lattices instead of single rank-1 lattices.
We remark that when performing the numerical tests, we implicitly assumed that we have at least some basic knowledge about the function under consideration, like e.g. a reasonable search domain Γ or estimates of the minimal absolute value of the Fourier coefficientsp k , the sparsity |suppp|, the noise level, etc.
Random sparse trigonometric polynomial
As in [26, Section 3.1], we construct random multivariate trigonometric polynomials p with frequencies supported within the cubeĜ
For the reconstruction of the trigonometric polynomials p, we only assume that the search domain Γ :=Ĝ d N ⊃ suppp. Additionally, we do not truncate the frequency index sets of detected frequencies I (1,...,t) , t ∈ {2, . . . , d}, i.e., we set the sparsity parameter s := |Γ|. Alternatively, one may choose s := |suppp| and this yields identical results for the considered random sparse trigonometric polynomials.
Example 5.1. (Number of samples and errors). We set the expansion N := 32. Now, we compare the results of Algorithm 5, which is a modification of [26, Algorithm 2] with absolute thresholding and which uses reconstructing single rank-1 lattices, with Algorithm 3 and 4, which use multiple rank-1 lattices as sampling sets. We set the absolute threshold parameter δ := 10 −12 and the number of detection iterations r := 1. For sparsity |suppp| := 1 000 and 10 000, we run tests for dimension d ∈ {5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30}. All tests are repeated 10 times with newly chosen frequencies k ∈ Γ and Fourier coefficientsp k ∈ C. Then, for the 10 repetitions, we determine the maximum of the total number of samples and the maximum of the relative ℓ 2 -errors of the Fourier coefficients. For Algorithm 5 using reconstructing single rank-1 lattices, the results are shown in columns 3-4 of Table 5 .1. Moreover, the results for Algorithm 3 and 4 using multiple rank-1 lattices are presented in columns 5-6 and 7-8, respectively. For multiple rank-1 lattices, we also run the tests for sparsity |suppp| := 100 000. We observe that in the considered cases, the obtained relative ℓ 2 -errors are near machine precision. Moreover, we require distinctly less samples than if we had used a ddimensional FFT on a full grid, which would require |Γ 5 32 | = 1 160 290 625 already in the 5-dimensional case. Additionally, for sparsity |suppp| := 10 000, Algorithm 3 using multiple rank-1 lattices required only about 1/9 of the samples compared to Algorithm 5 using single rank-1 lattices. We observe that the number of samples may be even further reduced by using Algorithm 4, which required only 1/84 to 1/41 of the samples compared to single rank-1 lattices for sparsity |suppp| := 10 000. For sparsity |suppp| := 100 000, we were not able to apply Algorithm 5, which uses single rank-1 lattices, since this would have required too many samples and extremely long runtimes. Instead of choosing the absolute threshold parameter δ := 10 −12 , we also repeated the tests for a larger absolute threshold of δ := 10 −7 ≤ min k∈suppp |p k |/10 and we obtained almost identical results as in Table 5 .1. We remark that we also ran the numerical tests applying a modified version of Algorithm 3, which uses [16, Algorithm 4] instead of Algorithm 1 for determining reconstructing multiple rank-1 lattices. Then, we obtained results comparable to those of Algorithm 3 in Table 5 .1 requiring slightly less samples, i.e., between 2 and 10 percent less in most cases.
From the previous example, we observe that for fixed dimension d and increasing sparsity |suppp|, the number of samples increases only moderately for Algorithm 3 and 4. In the next example, we investigate the behavior in more detail and additionally measure the runtimes using only one CPU thread.
Example 5.2. (Number of samples and runtimes with respect to sparsity). As in Example 5.1, we set the expansion N := 32, the threshold parameter δ := 10 −12 and the number of detection iterations r := 1. Since we want to compare our methods with a full ddimensional FFT, we restrict ourselves to the 5-dimensional case, which already yields a search space Γ =Ĝ 5 32 of cardinality |Γ| = 65 5 = 1 160 290 625. For sparsity s := |suppp| ∈ {1 000, 2 000, 5 000, 10 000, 20 000, 50 000}, we determine the runtimes of Algorithm 5 as well as the runtimes of Algorithm 3 and 4. For Algorithm 3 and 4, we additionally determine the runtimes for sparsity s = 100 000. For each of the considered cases, we subtract the time required for sampling. We repeat the tests 10 times and capture the maximum of the obtained numbers of samples and runtimes. The results are depicted in Figure 5 .1. In Figure 5 .1a, we show the maximal number of samples with respect to the sparsity s. We denote the results of Algorithm 5 using single rank-1 lattices by "A2R1L", of Algorithm 3 using multiple rank-1 lattices by "MLFFT" and of Algorithm 4 using multiple rank-1 lattices by "MLFFT6". Additionally, we plot the number of samples required by a 5-dimensional FFT on a full grid and denote this by "5d FFT". We observe that the number of samples for Algorithm 5 using rank-1 lattices increases roughly like ∼ s 1.5 in this example, which is less than the theoretical results of O(s 2 ) suggest. For sparsity s = 50 000, the number of samples almost equals the cardinality of the search space |Ĝ 5 32 |, which is the number of samples required by a 5-dimensional FFT. Moreover, the number of samples is distinctly lower for Algorithm 3 using multiple rank-1 Algorithm lattices and dramatically lower for Algorithm 4. For both, Algorithm 3 and 4, the number of samples behaves approximately like ∼ s which is slightly better than the theoretical results of O(s log s) and O(s log 2 s) from Section 3.2, respectively. We also compare the runtimes of the different approaches and visualize the results in Figure 5 .1b. Here, we denote the runtime of the 5-dimensional FFT computed using the MAT-LAB function fftn, which is based on FFTW [7] , by "FFTW". The observed runtime when using Algorithm 5 (single rank-1 lattices) is smaller for sparsity s up to 5 000 and behaves approximately like ∼ s 2 log s, which is distinctly lower than the theoretical results of O(s 3 + s 2 log s) suggest. Additionally, when using Algorithm 3 (multiple rank-1 lattices, "MLFFT"), we observe that the runtimes behave approximately like ∼ s log 2 s, which corresponds to the theoretical results of O(s log 2 s) for fixed r, d, N . In particular, these runtimes are distinctly smaller compared to using single rank-1 lattices for higher sparsity s. Furthermore, Algorithm 3 was faster than the 5-dimensional FFT for sparsities s up to 10 000 as well as faster than Algorithm 5 for sparsity s = 5 000 and above. Moreover, the runtimes of Algorithm 4 (multiple rank-1 lattices, "MLFFT6") seem to behave slightly better than Algorithm 3, whereas the theoretical results suggest O(s log 3 s) arithmetic operations. We remark that for higher-dimensional search spaces, the direct application of a d-dimensional FFT algorithm is usually not possible in practice due to the exponential growth in the degrees of freedom.
In the previous examples, we chose the threshold parameter δ very low compared to the minimal allowed size |p k | ≥ 10 −6 of the Fourier coefficientsp k . Next, we consider larger threshold parameters δ and observe that setting the number of detection iterations r := 1 does not always suffice. Still, the observed results are very good.
Example 5.3. (Absolute threshold parameter δ and number of detection iterations r). We set the expansion N := 32 and the dimension d := 5. In contrast to the previous examples, we use Fourier coefficientsp k := e 2πiϕ k ∈ C with angles ϕ k ∈ [0, 1) chosen uniformly at random. For sparsity |suppp| := 1 000 and 1 000 repetitions with newly chosen random frequencies k ∈ Γ :=Ĝ 5 32 and Fourier coefficientsp k , we investigate the minimal number of correctly detected frequencies and the success rate for correctly detecting all frequencies of Algorithm 3, 4 and 5 for different choices of the absolute threshold parameter δ and number of detection iterations r. The results are depicted in Table 5 .2. We observe that for increasing number of detection iterations and decreasing threshold parameters δ, the minimal number of correctly detected frequencies and the success rate for correctly detecting all frequencies increase. The three considered algorithms perform similarly well. For instance, setting r := 3 and δ := 10 −2 , all 1 000 frequencies for all 1 000 repetitions were successfully detected by each of the three algorithms.
Random sparse trigonometric polynomial with complex Gaussian noise
In this subsection, we test the robustness to noise. To this end, we build sparse multivariate trigonometric polynomials p with frequencies k randomly chosen from the cubê Table 5 .2: Minimal number of correctly detected frequencies (first number) and success rate for correctly detecting all frequencies (second number) for different threshold parameters δ and numbers of detection iterations r when applying Algorithm 3, 4, 5 on 5-dimensional random trigonometric polynomials p of sparsity |suppp| := 1 000.
ϕ k ∈ [0, 1) chosen uniformly at random. We perturb the sampling values of the trigonometric polynomial p by additive complex white Gaussian noise η j ∈ C with zero mean and standard deviation σ, i.e., we have measurementsp(x j ) = p(x j ) + η j . Then, we may approximately compute the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in our case by
and we choose σ := |suppp|/ √ SNR for a targeted SNR value. For our numerical tests in MATLAB, we generate the noise by η j := σ/ √ 2 * (randn + 1i*randn), j = 0, . . . , M − 1. The SNR is often measured using the logarithmic decibel scale (dB), where SNR dB = 10 log 10 SNR and SNR = 10 SNR dB /10 , i.e., a linear SNR = 10 8 corresponds to a logarithmic SNR dB = 80dB and SNR = 1 corresponds to SNR dB = 0dB.
First, we consider the case of Algorithm 5 using single reconstructing rank-1 lattices in Example 5.4. Afterwards, we compare the results with Algorithm 3 using multiple rank-1 lattices in Example 5.5. In doing so, we observe that one can achieve comparable reconstruction success and errors using Algorithm 3 while requiring distinctly less samples compared to using Algorithm 5.
Example 5.4. (see also [26, Example 3.15] , reconstruction from noisy sampling values using Algorithm 5 and reconstructing single rank-1 lattices). We set the dimension d := 10, the expansion N := 32, the sparsity |suppp| := 1 000, and we use the search space Γ :=Ĝ 10 32 . Moreover, we set the sparsity parameter s := 1 000 and the threshold parameter δ := 10 −12 . Algorithm 5 was run setting the parameter r for the number of detection iterations to r := 1, 2, 5 and using the SNR values SNR dB := 80, 70, . . . , 10, 0 (which corresponds to SNR = 10 8 , 10 7 , . . . , 10, 1). For each of these test settings, we repeated the tests 1 000 times with new randomly chosen frequencies and Fourier coefficients. The numerical results are presented in Table 5 .3. The total number of samples for each of the 1 000 repetitions was computed and the maximum of these numbers for each test setting can be found in the column "#samples". In the column "min #freq. correct", the minimal number of correctly detected frequencies |I (1,...,10) ∩ suppp| for the 1 000 repetitions is shown, where suppp denotes the set of true (input) frequencies of a trigonometric polynomial p and I (1,...,10) the frequencies returned by the detection algorithm. The column "success rate (all freq. correct)" represents the relative number of the 1 000 repetitions where all frequencies were successfully detected, I (1,...,10) = suppp. Moreover, the relative ℓ 2 -error (p k ) k∈I − (p k ) k∈I 2 / (p k ) k∈I 2 of the computed coefficients (p k ) k∈I (1,...,10) was determined for each repetition, where I := suppp ∪ I (1,...,10) andp k := 0 for k ∈ I \ I (1,..., 10) , and the column "rel. ℓ 2 -error" contains the maximal value of the 1 000 repetitions. We obtain results similar to [26, Example 3.15] . In general, we observe that for decreasing SNR values, the minimal number of correctly detected frequencies and the success rate decrease. When using r = 1 detection iteration, there were always some (of the 1 000 test runs), where a few frequencies were incorrect. When we increased the number of detection iterations r, the SNR level at which all frequencies in all of the 1 000 test runs were correctly detected also decreased. For instance for r = 5 detection iterations, the success rate was at 100 percent including the case SNR dB = SNR = 10. However, we require about 4 times of the samples for r = 5 detection iterations compared to the tests with r = 1. Table 5 .3: Results for random sparse trigonometric polynomials perturbed by additive white Gaussian noise using Algorithm 5 (reconstructing single rank-1 lattices).
Example 5.5. Next, we apply Algorithm 3 using the identical setting and parameters from Example 5.4. We observe similar results as before in Table 5 .4. In general, Algorithm 3 requires about 2/3 of the number of samples compared to Algorithm 5 and has slightly better success rates. We suspect that this is due to the computation of the projected Fourier coefficients by Algorithm 2 using averaging.
Additionally, we apply Algorithm 4 and present the results in Table 5 .5. When using r = 1 detection iteration, there were again always some test runs (of 1 000), where not all frequencies could be exactly detected. Moreover, we observe that for some of the test runs, Algorithm 4 with the used parameters was unable to correctly detect any frequency and the minimal number of correctly detected frequencies "min #freq. correct"=0. When we increase the number of detection iterations r to 2, the reconstruction success was distinctly higher but worse than the results of Algorithm 5 in Table 5 .3 and of Algorithm 3 in Table 5 .5. Similarly, for r = 5 detection iterations, we were able to reconstruct better at higher noise levels but still worse compared to Table 5 .6: Results for random sparse trigonometric polynomials perturbed by additive white Gaussian noise using Algorithm 4 with s local := 1 200.
Approximation of tensor-product function by trigonometric polynomials
Next, we consider the multivariate periodic test function f : T 10 → R, with a constant C m > 0 such that N m |L 2 (T) = 1. We approximate the function f by multivariate trigonometric polynomials p. For this, we determine a frequency index set I = I (1,...,10) ⊂ Γ :=Ĝ 10 N and we compute approximated Fourier coefficientsp k , k ∈ I, using Algorithm 5, 3 and 4. The obtained frequency index sets I should "consist of" the union of three lower dimensional manifolds, a three-dimensional symmetric hyperbolic cross in the dimensions 1, 3, 8, a four-dimensional symmetric hyperbolic cross in the dimensions 2, 5, 6, 10 and a three-dimensional symmetric hyperbolic cross in the dimensions 4, 7, 9. All tests are performed 10 times and the relative L 2 (T 10 ) approximation error
is computed, where p =S I f := k∈Ip k e 2πik·• . Since the number of non-zero Fourier coefficients is not finite and we use a full gridĜ 10 N for the search space, we have to limit the number of detected frequencies k ∈ I and Fourier coefficientsp k . For this, we use two different strategies from [26, Section 3.3] . In Section 5.3.1, we set the sparsity parameter s appropriately. Moreover, in Section 5.3.2, we use the threshold parameter δ in order to truncate smaller Fourier coefficients.
s-sparse
First, we use the sparsity input parameter s ∈ N to limit the number of detected Fourier coefficients, see also [26, Section 3.3.1] . In doing so, we set the threshold parameter δ to a very small value, which is δ := 10 −12 for the following examples. In each dimension increment step t, the detected Fourier coefficients and frequencies are truncated and only those frequencies are kept which belong to the s ≪ |Γ| < ∞ largest Fourier coefficients. Due to possible aliasing effects, we use a larger value s local for the intermediate dimension increment steps t ∈ {2, . . . , d − 1} than for the final truncation of the index set I (1,...,d) in dimension increment step t = d in Algorithm 5, 3 and 4.
Example 5.6. (s-sparse approximate function reconstruction). We set the expansion N := 16, 32, 64 and we use the full grids Γ :=Ĝ 10 N as search space. Moreover, we set the number of detection iterations r := 5. The used sparsity input parameters s and s local as well as the results of Algorithm 5 using single rank-1 lattices, of Algorithm 3 using multiple rank-1 lattices, and of Algorithm 4 using multiple rank-1 lattices are presented in Table 5 .7. The column "max. rel. L 2 -error" contains the maximum of the relative L 2 (T 10 ) approximation errors f −S I f |L 2 (T 10 ) / f |L 2 (T 10 ) of the 10 test runs. The remaining columns have the same meaning as described in Section 5.1. We observe that for increasing sparsity parameter, the number of samples increases while the relative L 2 (T 10 ) approximation error decreases. When comparing Algorithm 3 and 5, we observe that both methods yield similar errors. Furthermore, Algorithm 3 requires slightly more samples for small sparsity parameters s and about half the number of samples for large ones compared with Algorithm 5. We observe that the number of samples could be drastically reduced when using Algorithm 4, whereas the relative L 2 (T 10 ) approximation errors are comparable for all three algorithms in most cases. For instance in the case N = 64 and s = 5 000, the maximal total number of samples for Algorithm 5 (computed over 10 test runs) was about 2.3 billion and for Algorithm 4 only about 159 million samples, which is almost 1/15, achieving comparable relative errors. Only in 1 test run (out of 10) for expansion N = 64 and sparsity s = 1 000, Algorithm 4 failed to detect some of the frequencies resulting in a relative error of about 4.5 · 10 −1 whereas it succeeded for the remaining 9 test runs yielding a relative error of about 1.2 · 10 −2 , which corresponds to the results of Algorithm 5. As observed in [26, Section 3.3.1], it is not sufficient to only increase the used sparsity s but the expansion parameter N also needs to be increased. Using a large expansion N and a small target sparsity s results in the usage of distinctly more samples, e.g., about 50 million samples for N = 16 and sparsity s = 1 000 compared to about 243 million samples for N = 64 for Algorithm 5 as well as about 8 million samples for N = 16 and sparsity s = 1 000 compared to about 34 million samples for N = 64 for Algorithm 4. This corresponds to the almost linear factor N in the sample complexity, cf. Section 3.2. Table 5 .7: Results for function f : T 10 → R from (5.1) when limiting the number of detected frequencies, s local := 2s.
threshold-based
Additionally, we consider a variant from [26, Section 3.3.2] . Now, we use the absolute threshold parameter δ ∈ (0, 1) for the truncation. For the search space Γ, we use the full gridĜ 10 N
Conclusion
In this work, we presented fast, efficient, reliable algorithms for high-dimensional sparse FFTs based on dimension-incremental projections. We applied the new algorithms to the reconstruction and approximation of high-dimensional functions, assuming that the frequencies of important Fourier coefficients are unknown. One main ingredient was the utilization of multiple rank-1 lattices, which are newly developed sampling schemes allowing for highly efficient construction methods and corresponding FFT algorithms for known support suppp in frequency domain.
Another important aspect is the modification of algorithm parameters that allow for theoretical estimates. In particular, a detailed analysis of specific realizations of the dimensionincremental approach was performed for the first time with respect to success probability. Moreover, we estimated the sample and arithmetic complexities for the case of successful detection as well as for the worst case.
Various numerical tests complement the theoretical considerations and indicate that one may obtain smaller bounds on the complexities, especially with respect to the sparsity of the signal under consideration. In Section 4.2 we discussed one improvement idea and point out the emerging open questions.
